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COMPLEX DYNAMICS AND INVARIANT FORMS MOD p

ALEXANDRU BUIUM

Abstract. Complex dynamical systems on the Riemann sphere do not pos-
sess “invariant forms”. However there exist non-trivial examples of dynamical
systems, defined over number fields, satisfying the property that their reduc-
tion modulo ℘ possesses “invariant forms” for all but finitely many places
℘. The paper completely characterizes the dynamical systems possessing the
latter property.

1. Motivation and statement of the Theorem

Let k be an algebraically closed field; in our applications k will be either the
complex field C or the algebraic closure of a finite field. Let k(t) be the field of
rational functions in the variable t and let σ(t) ∈ k(t) be a non-constant rational
function. By an invariant form of weight ν ∈ Z for σ(t) we mean a rational function
f(t) ∈ k(t) such that

(1.1) f(σ(t)) =

(

dσ

dt
(t)

)−ν

· f(t).

If we consider the ν−tuple differential form ω := f(t) · (dt)ν then Equation 1.1 can
be written as σ∗ω = ω which is actually what justifies our terminology. We shall
sometimes refer to ω itself as being an invariant form of weight ν ∈ Z.

Our first remark is that if k = C and σ, viewed as a self map P1 → P1 of
the complex projective line, has degree ≥ 2 then there are no non-zero invariant
forms for σ of non-zero weight. Indeed if Equation 1.1 holds for some f 6= 0 and
ν 6= 0 then the same equation holds with σ replaced by the n−th iterate σn for any
n. Now this equation for the iterates implies that any finite non-parabolic periodic
point of σ is either a zero or a pole of f ; cf. [14], p. 99 for the definition of parabolic
periodic points. On the other hand by [14], pp. 47 and 143, there are infinitely
many non-parabolic periodic points, a contradiction.

Although invariant forms don’t exist over the complex numbers there exist, nev-
ertheless, interesting examples of complex rational functions with coefficients in
number fields whose reduction mod (almost all) primes admit invariant forms. To
explain this let F ⊂ C be a number field (always assumed of finite degree over the
rationals) and let ℘ be a place of F (always assumed finite). Let O℘ denote the
valuation ring of ℘, let κ℘ be the residue field of O℘ and let k℘ = κa

℘ be an algebraic
closure of κ℘. Now if σ(t) ∈ C(t) has coefficients in F then for all except finitely
many places ℘ of F we may consider the rational function σ̄℘(t) ∈ κ℘(t) ⊂ k℘(t)
obtained by writing σ(t) = P (t)/Q(t), P (t), Q(t) ∈ O℘[t], with Q(t) primitive, and
then reducing the coefficients of P (t) and Q(t) modulo the maximal ideal of O℘.
Below is a list of examples of σ(t)’s such that σ̄℘(t) has non-zero invariant forms of
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2 ALEXANDRU BUIUM

non-zero weight for all but finitely many places ℘ of F . Our main result will then
state that the examples below are all possible examples.

Examples 1.1. 1) Multiplicative functions. Let F = Q and let σ(t) = t±d where
d is a positive integer. Then for all prime integers p not dividing d the rational
function σ̄p(t) ∈ Fa

p[t] possesses a non-zero invariant form of weight p − 1,

ωp =

(

dt

t

)p−1

.

2) Chebyshev polynomials. Let F = Q and let Chebd(t) ∈ C[t] be the Chebyshev
polynomial of degree d, i.e. the unique polynomial in C[t] such that Chebd(t+t−1) =
td + t−d. Clearly Chebd has integer coefficients. Let σ(t) = ±Chebd(t). Then for
all odd prime integers p not dividing d the polynomial σ̄p(t) ∈ Fa

p[t] possesses a
non-zero invariant form of weight p − 1,

ωp =
(dt)p−1

(t2 − 4)(p−1)/2
.

3) Lattès functions [11], [14]. A rational function σ(t) ∈ C(t), σ : P1 → P1,
will be called a Lattès function if σ is obtained as follows. One starts with an
elliptic curve E over C with affine plane equation y2 = x3 + ax + b. One then
considers an algebraic group endomorphism τ0 : E → E, a non-trivial algebraic
group automorphism γ0 : E → E, and a fixed point P0 of γ0. Note that γ0

has order 2, 4, 3 or 6 and, correspondingly, one has: γ0(x, y) = (x,−y) or b = 0,
γ0(x, y) = (−x, iy), or a = 0, γ0(x, y) = (ζ3x, y), or a = 0, γ0(x, y) = (ζ3x,−y).
One considers the morphism τ : E → E, τ(P ) = τ0(P ) + P0 and one considers the
map σ : E/Γ → E/Γ induced by τ , where Γ := 〈γ0〉 and E/Γ is identified with
P1 = Proj C[x0, x1] via the isomorphism that sends t = x1/x0 into x, x2, y, or y2

according as ord(γ0) is 2, 4, 3 or 6. We denote by Latd any Lattès function of degree
d. The original examples of Lattès, cf. [14], are given by the above construction
with ord(γ0) = 2.

We claim that if σ(t) is a Lattès function with E defined over a number field
F then σ̄℘(t) has a non-zero invariant form of non-zero weight for all but finitely
many places ℘ of F . Indeed if ωE is a non-zero global 1− form on E defined over F
and e = ord(γ0) then ωe

E = π∗ω where π : E → E/〈γ0〉 is the canonical projection
and ω ∈ F (t) · (dt)e. Now

π∗σ∗ω = τ∗π∗ω = (τ∗ωE)e = λωe
E = π∗(λω)

for some λ ∈ F×. Hence σ∗ω = λω hence

σ̄∗
℘ω̄q℘−1

℘ = ω̄q℘−1
℘

for all but finitely many ℘’s, where ω̄℘ is the reduction mod ℘ of ω and q℘ is the
size of the residue field κ℘.

4) Flat functions. It is convenient to introduce terminology that “puts together”
all the above Examples. First let us say that two rational functions σ1, σ2 ∈ C(t)
are conjugate if there exists ϕ ∈ C(t) of degree 1 such that σ2 = ϕ ◦ σ1 ◦ ϕ−1; if
this is the case write σ1 ∼ σ2. Say that σ(t) ∈ C(t) is flat if either σ(t) ∼ t±d

or σ(t) ∼ ±Chebd(t) or σ(t) ∼ Latd. (This is an ad hoc version of terminology
from [15].) Flat rational maps naturally appear in a number of contexts; cf Remark
1.5. In the present paper our interest in flat functions comes from the fact that
if σ(t) ∈ C(t) is flat and has coefficients in a number field F then σ̄℘(t) has a
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non-zero invariant form of non-zero weight for all but finitely many places ℘ of F .
To check this we may write σ = ϕ ◦ σ1 ◦ ϕ−1 where σ1 = t±d or σ1 = ±Chebd(t)
or σ1 = Latd and ϕ ∈ C(t), deg(ϕ) = 1, cf. Examples 1, 2, 3 above. A standard
specialization argument shows that we may replace σ1 and ϕ by maps defined over
a finite extension F ′ of F , where, in case σ1 = Latd, the elliptic curve to which σ1

is attached is also defined over F ′. Then we may conclude by the discussion of the
Examples 1, 2, 3.

The aim of this note is to prove that, conversely, we have the following:

Theorem 1.2. Assume σ(t) ∈ C(t) has coefficients in a number field F and has
degree d ≥ 2. Assume that, for infinitely many places ℘ of F , σ̄℘(t) ∈ k℘(t) admits
a non-zero invariant form of non-zero weight. Then σ is flat.

We stress the fact that the form and the weight in the above statement depend
a priori on ℘.

The proof of the Theorem will be presented in Section 2. The idea is to show
that the existence of invariant forms for σ̄℘ implies that σ̄℘ have a “very special
type of ramification”. This will imply that σ itself has the same type of ramifica-
tion. Then one concludes by using the topological characterization of postcritically
finite rational maps with non-hyperbolic orbifold [6]; the latter is, itself, an easy
application of Thurston’s orbifold theory.

In the rest of Section 1 we make some Remarks and raise some questions; in
particular we indicate the connection between our Theorem and results in [3], [4],
[10].

Remark 1.3. Our Theorem suggests, more generally, the problem of characterizing
all pairs (σ1, σ2) of non-constant morphisms σ1, σ2 : Ỹ → Y of smooth projective
curves over a number field F satisfying the property that:

(*) For all except finitely many places ℘ of F , there exists an integer ν℘ 6= 0 and

a non-zero ν℘−tuple form ω℘ ∈ Ω
⊗ν℘

k℘(Y )/k℘
with the property that σ̄∗

1,℘ω℘ = σ̄∗
2,℘ω℘.

Here k℘(Y ) is the field of rational functions on the reduction of Y mod ℘ and
σ̄i,℘ are the induced morphisms mod ℘ (with respect to some model of σi over a
ring of S−integers of F , S a finite set of places of F ). The only interesting case of
this problem is, of course, that in which the smallest equivalence relation in Y × Y
containing the image of

σ1 × σ2 : Ỹ → Y × Y

is Zariski dense in Y × Y . The Examples 1.1 fit into the above scheme with Y =
Ỹ = P1 and σ1 = id. If one allows, however, both σi’s to be different from the
identity then there are interesting additional examples of pairs (σ1, σ2) satisfying
property (*). A series of such examples originates in the work of [10]: the curves Y

and Ỹ are in this case modular or Shimura curves and the forms ω℘ correspond to
“Hasse invariants at ℘” viewed as appropriate modular forms mod ℘. Other, more
elementary, examples of pairs (σ1, σ2) satisfying property (*) can be produced by

taking, for instance, Y = Ỹ = P1 and σ2 = σ1 ◦ τ where σ1 : P1 → P1 is a Galois
cover and τ is an automorphism of P1. One can wonder if these examples, together
with the Examples 1.1 are (essentially) the only examples for which (*) is satisfied.
Cf. also [2] for a measure theoretic analogue.
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Remark 1.4. Let us say that a ν−tuple form ω ∈ k(t)(dt)ν of weight ν is semi-
invariant for σ if σ∗ω = λω for some λ ∈ k×. One can show that σ(t) ∈ C(t) is flat
if and only if there exists a non-zero form ω ∈ C(t) · (dt)ν of weight ν 6= 0 which
is semi-invariant for σ. (For the “only if” part one can use the arguments in the
discussion of the Examples 1.1; the “if” part follows, for instance, from Lemmas
2.6, 2.7 and Proposition 2.1 below.) So our Theorem implies, in particular, the
following statement:

(**) If σ ∈ C(t) has coefficients in a number field and σ̄℘(t) possesses a non-
zero invariant form of non-zero weight for infinitely many places ℘ then σ(t) itself
possesses a non-zero semi-invariant form of non-zero weight.

On the other hand (**) fails in the context of correspondences! Indeed if σ1, σ2 :

Ỹ → Y define a Hecke correspondence between modular curves over the complex
numbers it generally happens that condition (*) in the preceding Remark holds but,
nevertheless, there is no non-zero semi-invariant form of non-zero weight for this
correspondence in characteristic zero i.e. no non-zero ν−tuple form ω ∈ Ω⊗ν

C(Y )/C,

ν 6= 0, with the property that σ∗
2ω = λ · σ∗

1ω for some λ ∈ C×.

Remark 1.5. Flat rational maps naturally appear in a number of (a priori unrelated)
contexts such as: dynamical systems with smooth Julia sets [14], pp 67-70, orbifold
theory [6], [14], density conjecture for hyperbolic rational maps [12], isospectral
deformations of rational maps [13], permutable rational maps [16], measure theory
related to rational maps [18], and Galois theory of function fields related to “Shur’s
conjecture” [7], [8]. Cf. also [15] for an overview of some of these topics.

The result of the present paper is closely related (and can be applied to) the
theory developed in [4], [3], [5]. That theory implies the existence of what one can
call “invariant δ−forms” for flat functions [4] and for Hecke correspondences on
modular and Shimura curves [3]. These invariant δ−forms are objects in charac-
teristic zero but transcending usual algebraic geometry (because they involve not
only the coordinates of the points but also their iterated “Fermat quotients” up to
a certain “order”). It turns out that the presence of invariant δ−forms implies the
presence of invariant forms mod p (in the sense of the present paper); this allows
one to prove “converse theorems” along the lines of the “main questions” raised in
[4]. Explaining this application would require reviewing the δ−geometric context
of the above papers. This would go beyond the scope of the present paper and will
be discussed elsewhere [5].

Acknowledgments. The author would like to thank Y. Ihara and J. H. Silverman
for their comments and suggestions on a preliminary version of this paper. The
preliminary version was based on an elementary (but somewhat tedious) analysis
of the poles and zeroes of invariant forms. The more conceptual proof in the present
version of the paper was suggested to the author by Y. Ihara.

2. Proof of the Theorem

For the proof we need some preliminaries. Let k be an algebraically closed field
of characteristic p ≥ 0. For later purposes we will assume p 6= 2, 3. We identify
the projective line P1 over k with its set k ∪ {∞} of k−points. Let σ ∈ k(t) be a
non-constant rational function which we view as a rational function σ : P1 → P1.
We denote by eσ : P1 → Z>0 the ramification index function: for B ∈ P1, eσ(B)
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is the valuation at B, vB(σ∗tA), of σ∗tA where tA is a parameter of the local ring
of P1 at A = σ(B). Recall that σ is tamely ramified if eσ(B) is not divisible by p
for all B. Recall [6] that one defines the critical locus Ωσ and postcritical locus Pσ

of σ as

Ωσ := {B ∈ P1 | eσ(B) > 1} and Pσ :=
⋃

n≥1

σn(Ωσ)

respectively. For any integer n ≥ 1 we have Pσ = Pσn . If σ is separable then Ωσ is
finite; if in addition k is the algebraic closure of a finite field then Pσ is also finite.
(However, if char(k) = 0, Pσ is generally infinite.)

The function eσ and the critical locus Ωσ make sense, of course, in the more
general situation when σ is a morphism of non-singular curves over k.

Assume now σ(t) ∈ k(t) has degree ≥ 2; then we define, following [6], [14], a
function µσ : P1 → Z>0 ∪ {∞} by the formula

µσ(A) := lcm {eσm(B) | m ≥ 1, σm(B) = A}.

Here lcm stands for lowest common multiple in the multiplicative monoid Z>0 ∪
{∞}. Clearly µσ(A) = 1 for A 6∈ Pσ and µσ(A) > 1 for A ∈ Pσ. The function µσ

can be characterized as being the smallest among all functions µ : P1 → Z>0∪{∞}
such that µ(A) = 1 for A 6∈ Pσ and such that µ(A) is a multiple of µ(B) · eσ(B) for
each B ∈ σ−1(A). One defines the orbifold attached to σ as the pair Oσ := (P1, µσ)
and one defines the Euler characteristic as being the rational number

χ(Oσ) := 2 −
∑

A∈Pσ

(

1 −
1

µσ(A)

)

∈ Q.

Over the complex numbers we have:

Proposition 2.1. [6] Assume σ(t) ∈ C(t) has degree ≥ 2, Pσ is finite, and χ(Oσ) =
0. Then σ is flat.

Proof. This follows by combining Proposition 9.2, p. 290, Proposition 9.3, p. 290,
and Corollary 2.4, p. 269, in [6]. �

In what follows we will prove a series of Lemmas. Recall that a ν−tuple form
ω ∈ Ω⊗ν

k(X)/k on a non-singular projective curve X over k is called semi-invariant

(of weight ν) for an endomorphism σ : X → X if σ∗ω = λω for some λ ∈ k×.

Lemma 2.2. Assume σ(t) ∈ k(t) is tamely ramified. Let B ∈ P1, A := σ(B), and
let ω = f(dt)ν be a ν−tuple form. Then

(2.1) ordB(σ∗ω) + ν = eσ(B) · (ordA(ω) + ν).

Proof. One may assume

σ∗tA = teB + ... ∈ k[[tB ]], ω = (tnA + ...)(dtA)ν ∈ k((tA))(dtA)ν ,

where e = eσ(B), n = ordA(ω). Then one gets

σ∗ω = (ten
B + ...)(ete−1

B + ...)ν(dtB)ν = (eνten+eν−ν
B + ...)(dtB)ν ,

and we are done. �

Lemma 2.3. If σ(t) ∈ k(t) is tamely ramified of degree d ≥ 2 and admits a semi-
invariant non-zero form of weight one then σ ∼ t±d.

Here ∼ means conjugation by an automorphism of k(t).
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Proof. Assume σ∗ω = λω, λ ∈ k×. Let S be the support of the divisor (ω). Let
B 6∈ S, A := σ(B). By Equation 2.1 we have 1 = eσ(B)(ordA(ω) + 1) hence
eσ(B) = 1 so ordA(ω) = 0 so A 6∈ S. This shows that σ−1(S) ⊂ S. It follows that
the restriction σ|S : S → S is a bijection and σ∗[S] = d[S]. So there is an integer

N ≥ 1 such that σN
|S is the identity on S. By Equation 2.1 we get

ordA(ω) + 1 = eσN (A)(ordA(ω) + 1) = dN (ordA(ω) + 1)

for all A ∈ S. Hence ordA(ω) = −1 for all A ∈ S. Since the genus of P1 is
zero, deg (ω) = −2. Hence ♯S = 2 so we may assume S = {0,∞}. We find that
σ−1({0,∞}) = {0,∞} which implies that σ = ct±d for some c ∈ k× hence σ ∼ t±d

and we are done. �

Lemma 2.4. If σ(t) ∈ k(t) admits a semi-invariant non-zero form of non-zero
weight then σ also admits a semi-invariant non-zero form of positive weight not
divisible by p.

Proof. We may assume p > 0. Let ω = f(dt)ν be a semi-invariant non-zero form of
non-zero weight ν where ν has minimum absolute value. We may assume ν > 0. We
claim that ν is not divisible by p. Assume it is and seek a contradiction. If df = 0
then f = gp for some g ∈ k(t) and then g(dt)ν/p is semi-invariant, a contradiction.
So we may assume df 6= 0. Since ω is semi-invariant and ν is divisible by p it follows
that σ∗f = upf , where u = λ1/p(dσ/dt)−ν/p. It follows that

σ∗

(

df

f

)

=
d(σ∗f)

σ∗f
=

d(upf)

upf
=

updf

upf
=

df

f

so df/f is invariant of weight 1 < ν, a contradiction. �

Let us consider the following construction. Assume σ ∈ k(t) admits a non-zero
semi-invariant form ω = f(dt)ν of positive weight ν not divisible by p. We let

(2.2) π : Xω → P1

be the cyclic Galois cover of non-singular projective curves corresponding to the
field extension

k(t) ⊂ k(t, f1/ν).

Lemma 2.5. Assume σ ∈ k(t) admits a non-zero semi-invariant form ω of positive
weight ν not divisible by p. There exists a rational 1−form η on Xω such that
π∗ω = ην . Moreover σ : P1 → P1 lifts to an endomorphism τ : Xω → Xω

admitting η as a semi-invariant form of weight one.

Proof. Set η := f1/νdt; then clearly π∗ω = ην . Now extend σ∗ to a field embedding,
τ∗, of k(t, f1/ν) into an algebraic closure of k(t). If σ∗ω = λω then we have

(τ∗f1/ν)ν = σ∗f = (λ1/ν(dσ/dt)−1f1/ν)ν

for some ν−th power λ1/ν of λ, hence

τ∗f1/ν = ζλ1/ν

(

dσ

dt

)−1

f1/ν ,

for some ν−th root of unity ζ. So τ∗ induces an endomorphism of the field k(t, f1/ν)
and therefore it comes from an enodomorphism τ of Xω. Clearly η is a semi-
invariant for τ . �
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If, in Lemma 2.5, σ has degree ≥ 2 then τ has degree deg(τ) = deg(σ) ≥ 2 so,
by Hurwitz’ formula [9], p. 301, Xω has genus

(2.3) g(Xω) = 0 or 1.

Consider the Galois group

(2.4) Γ = 〈γ〉

of the cover 2.2. If g(Xω) = 1 then γ must have a fixed point which we may
take as the zero element for an algebraic group structure on Xω. This being done,
and assuming p 6= 2, 3, γ has order 2, 3, 4, or 6. The order 4 can only occur for
j−invariant j = 1728 while the orders 3 and 6 can only occur if j = 0. Cf. [9], p.
321.

Lemma 2.6. Assume σ : P1 → P1 has degree d ≥ 2 and admits a non-zero semi-
invariant form ω of positive weight not divisible by p. Assume either p > d or
p = 0. Assume moreover that g(Xω) = 0. Then ♯Pσ ≤ 3 and χ(Oσ) = 0.

Proof. Consider the lifting τ : Xω = P1 → P1 and the form η in Lemma 2.5. Note
that τ has the same degree d as σ so it is tamely ramified. By Lemma 2.3 we may
assume τ(t) = t±d. With π and γ defined in Equations 2.2 and 2.4 note that the
equation π ◦ τ = σ ◦ π implies that τ ◦ γ = γs ◦ τ for some s. We get equalities of
divisors

τ∗γ∗0 + τ∗γ∗∞ = dγs∗0 + dγs∗∞,

hence {γ−1(0), γ−1(∞)} = {0,∞} hence γ(t) = λt or γ(t) = λt−1 for some λ ∈ k×.
If γ(t) = λt, n = ♯Γ, we may assume π(t) = tn so (t±d)n = σ(tn) so σ(t) = t±d

hence, trivially, ♯Pσ = 2 and χ(Oσ) = 0. If γ(t) = λt−1 then γ2 = id hence we may
assume π(t) = t + λt−1. We must have τ ◦ γ = γ ◦ τ from which we get λ±d = λ.
Hence we have a functional equation

t±d + λ±dt∓d = σ(t + λt−1).

Taking derivatives in this equation one trivially sees that ♯Pσ = 3 and χ(Oσ) = 0.
(By the way, if c2 = λ then c−1σ(ct) is, clearly ±Chebd(t).) �

Lemma 2.7. Assume σ : P1 → P1 has degree d ≥ 2 and admits a non-zero semi-
invariant form ω of positive weight not divisible by p. Assume either p > d or
p = 0. Assume moreover that g(Xω) = 1. Then ♯Pσ ≤ 4 and χ(Oσ) = 0.

Proof. Consider the lifting τ : X := Xω → X in Lemma 2.5 and let G = 〈γ〉
(n = ♯G) be the Galois group of the covering π : X → P1 as in the discussion
following Equation 2.4. Then τ is étale. Let S := π(Ωπ) = {A1, ..., As} and

Ãi ∈ π−1(Ai). An easy analysis of the fixed points of γ shows that the tuple

(eπ(Ã1), ..., eπ(Ãs))

coincides, up to order, with one of the tuples

(2.5) (2, 2, 2, 2), (3, 3, 3), (4, 4, 2), (6, 3, 2),

according as n is 2, 3, 4 or 6. Note that for any A ∈ P1 we have

µσ(A) = lcm{
eπ(Ã)

eπ(B̃)
| B̃ ∈ X, Ã = τm(B̃), m ≥ 1, π(Ã) = A};
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here we are using the fact that, for B := π(B̃), we have

(2.6) eσm(B) · eπ(B̃) = eπ(Ã) · eτm(B̃) = eπ(Ã).

By the above equation eπ(Ã) = 1 imples eπ(B̃) = 1 hence µσ(A) = 1 for all A 6∈ S.
Now we claim that

(2.7) µσ(Ai) = eπ(Ãi)

for all i. In view of the allowed values for eπ(Ãi) listed in Equation 2.5 one sees
that Equation 2.7 implies ♯Pσ ≤ 4 and χ(Oσ) = 0 which will end our proof.

In order to check Equation 2.7 we need to show that for any i there exists m ≥ 1
and B̃ ∈ X such that τm(B̃) = Ãi, eπ(B̃) = 1. This is, however, clear because

♯ τ−m(Ãi) = ♯ Ker τm −→ ∞ as m −→ ∞,

hence the set τ−m(Ãi)\Ωσ is non-empty for m sufficiently big. �

We are ready to prove our Theorem.

Proof. Assume σ̄℘ admits an invariant form of non-zero weight for infinitely many
℘’s. By Lemma 2.4, for infinitely many ℘’s, σ̄℘ admits a semi-invariant form of
positive weight not divisible by the residual characteristic of ℘. By Lemmas 2.6
and 2.7

♯(Pσ̄℘
) ≤ 4, χ(Oσ̄℘

) = 0

for infinitely many ℘’s. This immediately implies χ(Oσ) = 0 hence, by Proposition
2.1, σ is flat. �
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